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Abstract 
 The WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for microwave Access) is a wireless radio data transmission technology based on the 
IEEE 802.16 designed to ensure Broadband Wireless Access (BWA). This paper considers the problem of detecting rogue base 
station in WiMAX/802.16 networks. A rogue base station is an attacker station that duplicates a legitimate base station. The rogue 
base station puzzles a set of subscribers who try to get service, which they believe to be a legitimate base station. It may lead to 
disturbance in service. The strategy of attack depends on the type of network. The described paper is showing a solution to detect 
rouge base detection and mutual authentication. The solution is done through three parts. The first part is able to provide rouge 
based detection through sensitivity algorithm. The second phase is able to provide authentication through Extensible 
Authentication protocol-Transport Layer Security.  The third part is carrying SAI algorithm to over-come DDoS attacks. This 
paper describes the rouge base station detection as well as authentication of mobile nodes. The DDoS detection is enhanced to 
provide a better solution. 
 
Keywords:  Rouge base detection, Extensible Authentication protocol-Transport Layer Security, shared Authentication 
Information, spoofed management frames. 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
Their main goal is to develop and promote the standards and to issue “WiMAX CertifiedTM” certificates for the 
equipment from various hardware manufactures. These certificates confirm compatibility with adopted IEEE 802.16 
standard [1]. The three basic entities of the WiMAX architecture are Mobile Station (MS), Access service Network (ASN) 
and connectivity service (CSN). Mobile station (MS) is on the customer site and also known as CPE or (Customer 
premises      Equipment). Access Service Network (ASN) consist of several BSs (Base Stations) Connectivity Service 
Network (CSN) is responsible for providing the IP connectivity to the WiMAX radio equipment [2]. 
Many of the security threats and vulnerabilities found in WiMAX have been addressed. This includes 

 Rouge base stations  
 Dos attacks 
 Man-in-the middle attacks 
 Network manipulation with spoofed management frames [3]. 

 
1.1 Vulnerabilities 

 Unauthenticated messages 
 Unencrypted management communications 
 Shared keys in the multi and broadcast service  

 
Mobile WiMAX supports device and user Authentication using IETF EAP protocol by providing support for credentials 
that are SIM-based, USIM-based or digital certificate or username/Password-based. Corresponding EAP-SIM, EAP-AKA, 
EAP-TLS or EAP-MSCHAPv2 authentication methods are supported through the EAP protocol. Key deriving methods 
are only EAP methods supported [4]. RSA based authentication is used X.509 certificate with RSA encryption. EAP 
based authentication (EAP-AKA/EAP-TLS/EAP-TTLS).  RSA-EAP RSA based authentication followed by EAP 
authentication. 
The authentication phase arrives and is handled by the PKM protocol. Two versions of PKM protocol have been 
presented till date. PKM V1 and PKM V2.The PKM protocol basically manages the key distribution and exchange 
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between the SS and BS. For this purpose, X.509 digital certificates and RSA public-key encryption algorithm is utilized. 
The keys include authorization Key (AK), Key Encryption Keys (KEKS) and traffic Encryption keys (TEKs) (5). 
Non-authenticated management messages sent to the primary or basic management connection can easily be 
authenticated using an HMAC or CMAC digit. It has to be decided if this authentication, which additionally needs up to 
168 bits, is acceptable. Most messages are very short so that an appended digit would boost the message to a multiple of 
its original size. Due to This fact a tradeoff between the security and the effectiveness of the protocol has to be found (6). 
Replay attack is when some valid packets are replayed by an attacker in order to cause some damage by reproducing an 
action. This attack is possible with the present version on 802.16.Anti replay is easy to provide by adding a sequence 
number [4]. 
A rogue BS is a BS is imitating to be a legitimate BS. The rogue BS tries to confuse the communicating MSs by posing as 
legitimate BS. The lack of mutual authentication between the SS and BS is the main reason behind this kind of attack. 
The SS authenticates itself through its certificate but the rogue BS intervenes and forces it do authenticate it and tries to 
initiate a session by transferring an AK (Authorization Key). These kind of attack also known as a forgery attack. 
Attacker generates his own self-generated AK. And hence the attacker can register himself as a BS with the victim SS. 
There is a provision of mutual authentication in user networks in IEEE 802.16.It is based on the EAP. This attack arises 
due to lack of mutual authentication between BS and MS [7]. 
In Sybil attack, a malicious node claims a large number of client identities, either by impersonate other legal nodes or 
claiming false identities. For instance, a Sybil node may send a high rate of association request messages to an AP, using 
random medium access control (MAC) values to emulate a large number of clients. The result is that legal clients are 
denied access once the Sybil node has consumed an AP’s association slots or channel slots. As a special kind of denial-of-
service attack, Sybil attacks seriously endanger the availability of network services for wireless systems.  
The solution is done through three parts. The first part is able to provide rouge based detection through sensitivity 
algorithm. The second phase is able to provide authentication through Extensible Authentication protocol-Transport 
Layer Security.  The third part is carrying SAI algorithm to over-come DDoS attacks.  
In this paper the section-2 is describing the definition of the problem and proposed method for the solution. The 
Algorithm to detect rouge base station is explained in section-3.A modular diagram with an algorithm is given in Fig-2. 
The mutual authentication through sensitivity algorithm and Extensible Authentication protocol-Transport Layer Security 
is described in section-4. In section-5 shared authentication information (SAI) algorithm is described with modular 
architecture to over come DDoS attacks. 
 
2.  PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PROPOSED METHOD 
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient technique for secure data transmission to ensure the security and the integrity 
of the data packet in the WiMAX network. 
Existing works on WiMAX security concentrates on either base station attacks or attacks on mobile stations only. In order 
to detect attacks on workstations and authenticate them, the base stations should be legitimate. So the design of security 
technique is needed to protect both base stations and work stations. 
 
2.1 Proposed methodology 
The architecture diagram Fig-1shows the process is first entered into rouge base detection. Then the process enters into 
the mutual authentication phase. Both the processes are described clearly in the respected phases.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              [Figure-1 Architecture Diagram]                        [Figure-2 Modular Diagram to detect Rouge Base Station] 
 
3.  ROUGE BASE STATION DETECTION 
For detecting the rogue base stations the following approach can be applied. The sensitivity algorithm scans all 
frequencies of all the channels of the base station for detecting rogue base station. It also calculates certain statistics, 
which are helpful in detecting the malicious base stations. These significant statistics counters, include outage counter, 
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which keeps track of failure of base station infrastructure at any point of time. It also keeps sensitivity counter, which 
takes care of the sensitivity of the base station. This algorithm keeps calculating the receiving power as well as the path 
loss encountered by the packets at regular interval based on optimal sampling frequency.  
The proposed technique is based on the sensitivity of the base station. This paper considers sensitivity, signal to noise 
ratio and path loss to detect malicious base station. A key specification for any radio is the receiver sensitivity. Receiver 
sensitivity for a WiMAX device is a measurement of how faint the radio signal is from the base station. The WiMAX 
Forum specifies the receiver sensitivity requirements for each certification profile at each of the varying modulation 
schemes. The highest receiver sensitivity offers the largest coverage radius for a cell site and greater tolerance for deep 
indoor penetration. Signal-to-noise ratio is defined as the power ratio between a signal or meaningful information and the 
background noise or unwanted signal. 

 
 
 

p signalSNR
p noise

  ………………………. (1) Where p is average power.  

Both signal and noise power is measured at the same and equivalent points in a system, and within the same system 
bandwidth. This Sensitivity Algorithm is based on scanning interval of some msec, running on each service area/cluster 
for the purpose of detecting rogue base station as shown in Fig-2. 
It calculates unusual noise, interface or some abnormal signal around base station in every scan section with the help of 
SNR ratio. It keeps record of the sample packet checksum to ensure that the source and destination are legitimate. 

 
3.1 Algorithm to detect rouge base station 

 
           Let OC be the outage counter, 
           SC be the sensitivity counter, 
           PL be the path loss 
               Pr  be the received power 
 Let OCth, SCth, PLth , SNRth and Erth be the respective threshold values 
 
 For each BS,  
               Scan all the channels  
         Perform frequency sampling 
         Calculate SNR, OC, SC , PL , Pr 
               If SC < SCth and  
                         If SNR > SNRth and 
                                  If PL > PLth and 
                                        If OC > OCth and  
                  If checksum error > Erth then 
                                                    BS is considered as rouge 
                                                    Raise the alarm 

                       Else 
                         Continue to scan the channels 
                         End if 
End For                                                                   [Figure-3 modular diagram of EAP-Transport Layer Security phase] 
 
 
4. MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION PHASE 
After detecting the rogue base stations, the mutual authentication is provided at normal base stations using Extensible 
Authentication protocol-Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) as shown in Fig-3. EAP-TLS is for mutual authentication 
between mobile base stations that each holds authentication server. Upon the successful identification by the AAA 
(Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting) server, MBS1 WMN (mobile base station 1of wireless mesh network) 
will initiate the EAP-TLS and transmit messages to the WMN module of MBS2.Without referring to its AAA server; 
MBS2 can transmit back a response message including the information[13].  
Using the X.509 certificate, MBS1 and MBS2 can share the TLS server key. Once the MBS1 WMN module receives the 
final EAP response from MBS2, it will transmit the certificate to the AAA server, which will try to approve it. Once the 
approving is complete, the MBS1 will create a TEK (temporary encryption key) from the premaster secret key and use the 
TEK to transmit EAP-TLS finished message back to MBS2.Then, MBS1 and MBS2 can generate the MSK (master key), 
which will eventually be used to encrypt and decrypt data transmission between the two devices. After the successful 
generation of the MSK, the final handshake is made to finalize the authentication process. 
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4.1 Key derivative and 4-way handshaking 
For MBS attempting authentication, if it does not contain MSK to any other MBS, it will undergo the core mutual 
authentication process.  
 
 Authentication of n > 1 Mobile stations - Once an MBS successfully generates more than one MSK, it will encrypt and 
unicast its owned MSKs to all other authenticated MBS2 MBS1 AAA Server WMN Module WMN Module X.509.  
1) EAP-Request sends by AAA server to WMN. 
2) EAP-Response acknowledged by WMN to AAA server.  
3) EAP-Request from EAP to TLC.  
4) EAP-Response from server to Clint.  
5) EAP-Request server to TLS.  
6) By sending EAP-Response the connection is over.  
 Successful Identification and certification is completed by the server.  

 
Any neighbor MBS that receives the notify message decrypts it and store the information in the table. If any MSK has a 
counter over threshold, it deletes from the table because an MSK from far distance will unlikely be used. 
If an authenticated MBS receives an authentication request from a suspicious MBS that has not yet been authenticated by 
the MBS itself, it checks the Node’s ID that is transmitted. If the Node’s Id matches an entry in the table, this means that 
the suspicious MBS has been previously authenticated by another trusted MBS. The whole authentication process is 
reduced and the authenticated MBS will only initiate the MSK handshake process to match the key between each other. 
In the case of MBS has more than one MSK to the same suspicious MBS, the authenticated MBS will randomly select 
one MSK and use it to establish secure data connection. If the Node’s Id does not match any entry in the table, then the 
full authentication process is initiated.  
The advantage of using this proposed cooperated mutual authentication method is that each mobile base station can 
manage its own AAA server, considerably reducing overhead that may occur in multi-hop authentication. Also, since the 
MSKs are shared between trusted and authenticated MBSs, the whole authentication process can be simplified to further 
reduce the overhead at the expense of small key sharing overhead. 
 
5. SAI (SHARED AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION) PHASE  
The Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are detected in the workstations using SAI mechanism. First, MS and 
PC share SAI when the MS enters the idle mode [11]. When the MS updates its location or re-enters normal operation, it 
has to submit SAI to the PC. The PC compares this value to the original shared value. If the values are matched, the 
remaining procedures follow. Else, the other procedures are aborted. SAI update should be performed for next secure LU 
(location update) if secure LU is successful. 

 
[Figure-4 phases of SAI algorithm] 

 
When malicious MSs are performing DDoS attack, BS and PC and Authenticator are respectively stressed by the load of 
verifying CMAC values, checking whether the requesting MSs are in idle mode, and generating AK contexts for MSs. By 
using SAI, we can avoid these unnecessary procedures under DDoS attack. the process of  SAI for Secure LU is explained 
id Fig-4. At the beginning, MS and PC share SAI when the MS enters idle mode. Then when the MS updates its location 
or re-enters normal operation, it has to submit SAI to the PC. The PC compares this value with the original shared value. 
If they are matched, the remaining procedures follow. Otherwise, the other procedures are aborted. SAI update should be 
performed for next Secure LU when Secure LU is successful. We explain the detailed procedures in the next subsection.  
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5.1 Procedures of Applying SAI  
1) Initialization of SAI: Both DREG-REQ (deregistration request) and DREG-CMD (deregistration 

command)messages are used to extract SAI. This paper uses DRE-GREQ for illustration. When an MS enters idle mode, 
it calculates the CMAC value for DREG-REQ, extracts SAI from it, stores the SAI, and sends DREG-REQ to the BS. The 
BS receives request (DREG-REQ), verifies the CMAC value, extracts and stores SAI if the CMAC is valid. BS sends the 
MS’s identifier and SAI to the PC through MS-info Request message. The PC replies with MS-info Response message 
and confirms the SAI processing result.  

2) Verification and transmission of SAI:  An MS does Secure LU or Idle Mode Re-entry and is allocated the 
bandwidth for ranging and sends RNG-REQ (ranging request) including Type, Length, and Value (TLV) field for SAI. 
As the SAI is included TLV, there is no change required in the Mobile WiMAX standard or 802.16e. The TLV for SAI is 
given as follows.  

1. Upon receiving RNG-REQ, BS passes SAI TLV to PC using LU REQ message 
The PC verifies the SAI. If the two values are equal, the PC requests the AK context of the MS to Authenticator through 
Context REQ message. The Authenticator generates the AK context and sends it to the PC by Context RSP message.  

2. If the PC and the Authenticator are in the same entity, there is no exchange of Context REQ and Context RSP 
messages. The PC returns the AK context to the BS by LU RSP message.  

3. The BS then calculates the CMAC value of the RNG-REQ with the CMAC key of the MS, validates it and 
sends RNG-RSP to the MS if the CMAC value is valid.  

4. If the two SAIs are not matched, The PC notifies the failure of LU to the BS that then ignores the RNG-REQ 
message. The effectiveness of DDoS attack is diminished by skipping Context REQ and Context RSP message exchange, 
CMAC verification, and AK context generation.  

 
• Type = TBD (To Be Determined) 
• Length = 1 _ 64 bits (depending on the required security assurance) 
• Value = high order 64 bits of CMAC value} 
 
3) Update of SAI: After SAI is used; an MS has to update the SAI since the SAI is submitted to the PC in clear 

text. At the time of the MS does IM Re-entry, it goes back to normal state. So the MS can update SAI when it re-enters 
idle mode by de-registration. Therefore no explicit update procedures are needed for the IM Re-entry case. In the other 
case of Secure LU, an MS returns to idle mode after secure LU. The MS and BS exchange RNG-REQ and RNG-RSP 
messages during Secure LU. The detailed procedures of updating SAI depend on whether to use RNG-REQ or RNG-RSP.  

This paper uses RNG-RSP message to illustrate the update procedures. PC validates the MS’s SAI through 
exchanging LU REQ and LU RSP messages with the BS. Then the BS creates RNG-RSP message, updates SAI using the 
CMAC value of this RNGRSP message and sends the RNG-RSP to the MS. The BS transmits LU confirm message to the 
PC to inform the updated SAI. The PC and MS again are with the same new SAI shows the process of storing, verifying, 
and updating SAI in the case of Secure LU. 

 
6. SIMULATION MODEL AND PARAMETERS  
To simulate the proposed scheme, network simulator (NS2) [14] is used. The proposed scheme has been implemented 
over IEEE 802.16 MAC protocol. In the simulation, clients (SS) and the base station (BS) are deployed in 1100 meter x 
1100 meter region for 50 seconds simulation time. All nodes have the same transmission range of 250 meters. The 
simulation settings and parameters are summarized in table 1. 
 

Table 1: The simulation settings and parameters 
Area Size  1100 X 1100 
Mac  802.16 
No. of mobile 
Nodes 

5,10,15,20 and 25 

Radio Range 250m 
Simulation Time  50 sec 
Physical Layer OFDM 
Packet Size 500 bytes 
Frame Duration 0.005 
Rate 1Mb 
No. of Attackers 2 
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6.1 Performance Metrics 
We compare our Protecting Base stations and Mobile stations in WiMAX network (PBM) method with the EAP method. 
We mainly evaluate the performance according to the following metrics: 

a. Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio between total number of packets received and number of packets sent. 
b. Drop: It is the number of packets dropped during the data transmission. The performance results are presented in 

the next section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                    [Figure 5: Nodes Vs Delivery Ratio]                                              [Figure 6: Nodes Vs Drop] 
 
Scene-1 (Client Attack) 
 

A. Based on Nodes:  In the first experiment we vary the number of nodes as 5,10,15,20 and 25.    
      

Fig-5 shows the delivery ratio of PBM and EAP techniques for different number of nodes scenario. We can see that the 
delivery ratio of our proposed PBM approach has 76% of higher than EAP approach. 

 
Fig-6 shows the drop of PBM and EAP techniques for different number of nodes scenario. We can observe that the drop 
of our proposed PBM approach has 62% of less than EAP approach. 
 
Scene-2 (BS Attack)  
 

B. Based on Nodes: In this experiment we vary the number of nodes as 5,10,15,20 and 25. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     [Figure 7: Nodes Vs Delivery Ratio]                                              [Figure 8: Nodes Vs Drop] 
 
Fig-7 shows the delivery ratio of PBM and EAP techniques for different number of nodes scenario. We can see that the 
delivery ratio of our proposed PBM approach has 74% of higher than EAP approach. 

 
Fig-8 shows the drop of PBM and EAP techniques for different number of nodes scenario. We can observe that the drop 
of our proposed PBM approach has 56% of less than EAP approach. 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
The above descriptive paper is showing a solution to detect rouge base station and mutual authentication against 
distributed denial of service attacks. The solution is explained using  three parts. The first part is able to provide rouge 
based detection through sensitivity algorithm. The second phase is able to provide authentication through Extensible 
Authentication protocol-Transport Layer Security.  The third part is carrying SAI algorithm to over-come DDoS attacks.  
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